A hybrid blue perovskite@metal–organic gel (MOG) nanocomposite: simultaneous improvement of luminescence and stability†
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Blue light-emitting hybrid perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) are promising candidates for optoelectronic applications. However, these NCs suffer severely from low photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) and inferior stability under working conditions. Herein, we report, for the first time, a simultaneous dramatic improvement in both the luminescence and the stability of hybrid perovskite NCs through embedding in a porous metal–organic gel (MOG) matrix. The nanocomposite (EAPbBr3@MOG, EA: ethylammonium) shows sharp emission in the intense blue region (λmax < 440 nm), with a substantial ten-fold enhancement in the PLQY (~53%) compared with EAPbBr3 NCs (PLQY ~5%). Incorporation of perovskite NCs into the soft MOG matrix provides the additional benefits of flexibility as well as water stability. As a proof of principle, these nanocomposites were further utilized to fabricate a white light-emitting diode. The combination of high brightness, stability and flexibility of these nanocomposites could render them viable contenders in the development of efficient, blue light-emitting diodes for practical applications.

Introduction

Organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) have attracted significant interest in both fundamental and applied research, owing to their spectacular optoelectronic properties.1–3 In particular, tunable light emission across the visible region, with high color purity, has seen them be used widely as active materials for lighting and display technology.4–6 Recently, a significant amount of research has been concentrated on achieving highly luminescent red and green light-emitting perovskites.7,8 Nevertheless, the development of blue light-emitting perovskites, which are essential for full-color display applications, lags significantly behind that of their green and red counterparts.9–12 This bottleneck in development is attributed to relatively low defect tolerance, short charge carrier mobility, low photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), the existence of detrimental non-radiative trap states, and inferior stability.13–15 Hence, recent attention has turned towards the development of hybrid blue light-emitting materials, due to their high synthetic feasibility and cost effectiveness.16,17 However, most of them fall into the sky-blue-emitting region, i.e. 480–500 nm, which is not adequate to satisfy the color standard as defined by the National Television System Committee (NTSC) and thus is not competent for a wide-color-gamut display.18,19 Therefore, the development of intense blue (λmax < 440 nm) hybrid perovskites is almost indispensable in order to meet the NTSC color standard. The production of intense blue perovskite, however, remains extremely challenging, especially in terms of luminescence and material stability.20,21 Furthermore, simultaneous improvement of both the photoluminescence and the stability has been widely explored for inorganic perovskite materials, but such concurrent improvements have still proven to be illusive for hybrid perovskite materials.

Encapsulation strategies have been considered as an efficient approach to enhance this optical property, as well as the chemical stability of perovskite NCs, and porous metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are the latest addition, in this context.22–25 However, the heterogeneous properties of MOFs are one of the key issues that restrict further utilization of perovskite–MOF nanocomposites in the form of thin films or different workable structures.26 In light of the growing interest in flexible electronics, perovskite NCs embedded with soft materials could offer high tolerance to structural deformation.27 We envisioned that a soft porous metal–organic gel (MOG) could be a suitable...
choice as the hosting matrix, having the dual characteristics of a MOF and a gel in terms of tunable porosity and high specific surface area, along with high crack resistance capability and good foldability to form desired shapes.\textsuperscript{28} Plenty of effort has been devoted towards integration of perovskite NCs into numerous polymers, silica and other crystalline materials, but, so far, the porous MOG matrix has never been used to host perovskite NCs.\textsuperscript{29–32} Therefore, porous MOG would be a new addition as a host matrix for encapsulating perovskite NCs.

Herein, we have used a previously reported Al(III)-based, hydrolytically stable hierarchical porous MOG (pore size varies from 2.5 nm to 10 nm), which is analogous to MIL-100(Al).\textsuperscript{33} This MOG matrix was utilized as a protecting host matrix to stabilize hybrid bromide perovskite NCs (HBP-NCs) from aerial or chemical degradation. We have also demonstrated that, through encapsulation within a MOG matrix, weakly blue light-emitting, two-dimensional EAPbBr\textsubscript{3} NCs\textsuperscript{34,35} (PLQY \sim 5\%) have achieved an unprecedented ten-fold enhancement in PLQY (\sim 53\%) without altering the PL peak position. It is noteworthy that, for the first time, simultaneous improvement of both PLQY and water stability has been achieved for intense blue-emitting hybrid perovskite NCs. These materials maintained their basic structures as well as their photoluminescence behaviors, even after immersing in water or following UV light irradiation for prolonged periods of time. Furthermore, flexible HPb@MOG nanocomposites were easily molded into various artificial three-dimensional sculptures by virtue of the soft nature of the nanocomposites. To validate this proof of concept, blue emissive EAPbBr\textsubscript{3}@MOG was selected to fabricate a white light-emitting diode (WLED), by combining it with green and red light-emitting materials on a UV LED chip. The as-fabricated device exhibited a wide-color-gamut (144\% of NTSC standard) and showed its potential for application in display technologies.

Experimental

Materials

Lead(II) bromide (PbBr\textsubscript{2}, 99.999\%), hydrobromic acid (HBr, 48\%), Al(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3}·9H\textsubscript{2}O (99.997\%), and trimesic acid (98\%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Methylamine (40\%), ethylamine (70\%), and n-octylamine (99\%) were purchased from Spectrochem. All solvents were purchased from Finer India and all were used without further purification. Ethylammonium bromide (CH\textsubscript{3}CH\textsubscript{2}NH\textsubscript{2}Br, EABr), methylammonium bromide (CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2}Br, MABr), and n-octylammonium bromide (CH\textsubscript{3}(-CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{7}NH\textsubscript{2}Br, OABr) were synthesized by a previously reported literature method.\textsuperscript{36} A 1 W UV LED (wavelength \sim 380 nm) was used for fabrication of the white light-emitting LED. Pristine metal–organic gel (MOG) was synthesized following the protocol reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{35}

Synthesis of EAPbBr\textsubscript{3}@MOG

In a typical synthesis protocol, first, 105 mg of trimesic acid (0.5 mmol) was dissolved in 14 ml of dimethylformamide (DMF) in a drum vial followed by addition of 281.4 mg of Al(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3}·9H\textsubscript{2}O (0.75 mmol) to the solution mixture. Next, 70 \textmu L of triethylamine (0.5 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture and sonicated to form a clear solution. After that 183 mg of PbBr\textsubscript{2} (0.5 mmol), 63 mg of EABr (0.5 mmol) and 63 mg of OABr (0.3 mmol) were added to the whole reaction mixture and again sonicated to form a clear solution. The whole reaction mixture was kept at 110 °C for 24 hours and then cooled to room temperature over 10 hours, leading to synthesis of colorless jelly-type metal–organic gel (MOG) materials. During the heating process, MOG was formed in which the perovskite components were trapped inside the MOG matrix. This material was dried at 120 °C for 2 hours leading to formation of a yellowish-colored xerogel. This xerogel was subjected to stirring for the next 24 hours in the presence of 30 mL toluene (nucleating solvent) to obtain the EAPbBr\textsubscript{3}@MOG composite material. Last, the resulting composite was collected by filtration and dried under vacuum overnight to obtain the final product. The MAPbBr\textsubscript{2}@MOG composite was also prepared following the same procedure, where MABr was used instead of EABr keeping all other components and their amounts same.

Red-emitting Mn(II)-doped EAPbBr\textsubscript{3}

The red-emitting Mn(II)-doped EAPbBr\textsubscript{3} was prepared following the protocol reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{34} In a typical synthesis, 36.7 mg of PbBr\textsubscript{2} (0.1 mmol), 11.2 mg of EABr (0.1 mmol) and 12.6 mg of OABr (0.06 mmol) were ground with a pestle and mortar at room temperature for 30 min. Next, 4.3 mg of MnBr\textsubscript{2} (0.02 mmol) was added and ground for another 30 min. After that, 3 ml acetone was added and the mixture was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 2 min. The precipitate was collected and dried in vacuum for further use as a red light-emitting material.

Water stability

The water stability tests were carried out in a 5 ml glass vial. Each glass vial contained 6 mg of composite material and was immersed in 2.5 ml water in the open air for 12 hours. During this period of time, the photoluminescence (PL) spectra were examined regularly in the dispersed phase.

Photostability

Photostability tests were performed in the dark in a 5 ml glass vial. Each glass vial contained 6 mg of composite material and was placed under 365 nm UV light for 300 hours in the open air. After that, PL emission spectra (dispersed phase in toluene) and powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) spectra were examined.

Fabrication of thin films

The pristine composite materials were dispersed in toluene and kept for 3 days, leading to formation of a jelly-type morphology. The obtained jelly-type materials were kept on a glass slide and in the open air for another 7 days for formation of a thin film.

Preparation of various sculptures

A variety of desired geometrical shapes and different-sized sculptures were prepared using pristine composite materials.
First, pristine composite materials were dispersed in a minimum amount of toluene and sonicated for 2 hours. After sonication, the composite materials were stirred for one day and kept for another 3 days without stirring at room temperature. The obtained jelly-type materials were poured into different shaped molds and kept for another 3 days to obtain the various-shaped sculptures.

**Fabrication of WLED**

The proper ratio of blue, green and red light-emitting materials (Mn(II)-doped EAPbBr$_3$) were ground thoroughly for 1.5 hours and dispersed in toluene solution. The resulting mixture was sonicated for 5 min and then coated on a UV LED. Finally, the coated UV LED was kept at room temperature for 2 days to obtain the WLED.

**Characterizations and physical measurements**

PXRD patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advanced X-ray diffractometer at room temperature using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) at a scan speed of 0.5° min$^{-1}$ and a step size of 0.01° in 2θ. The morphology of the crystalline materials was recorded with a Zeiss Ultra Plus field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) with an integral charge compensator and embedded EsB and AsB detectors (Oxford X-max Instruments 80 mm$^2$ (Carl Zeiss NTS, GmbH)). The elemental analysis was carried out using a voltage of 15 kV with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector. The steady-state photoluminescence studies were recorded on a Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific). Absolute PLQY measurements for the composite materials (dispersed in toluene) were recorded using an integrating sphere according to the reported literature method.$^{37}$ UV-vis absorption studies were performed on a Shimadzu UV 3600 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer in an optical quartz cuvette (10 mm path length) over the entire range of 200–800 nm. The infrared (IR) spectra were acquired using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrophotometer using KBr pellet in the range 400–4000 cm$^{-1}$. Gas adsorption measurements were performed using a BelSorp-Max instrument (Bel, Japan). Prior to adsorption measurements, the activated samples were heated at 130 °C under vacuum for 6 hours using a BelPrevacII. For high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis, all the samples were dispersed in toluene (3 mg mL$^{-1}$) and sonicated for 30 min. Then, the samples were left for 2 min and the upper part of the solution was taken for preparing TEM samples on a lacey, carbon-coated copper grid (Electron Microscopy Science). TEM imaging and scanning TEM-EDS (STEM-EDS) were performed on the HRTEM (JEM-2100F, JEOL) operating at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed on the photoelectron spectrometer (Thermo, K-alpha). The PL decay dynamics (time-correlated single photon counting) were measured with an FLS 980 (Edinburgh Instruments) using 405 nm pulse laser irradiation with a pulse repetition rate of 500 kHz. Decay profiles were fitted to multi-exponential decay curves, and the calculations of average lifetimes were measured using the equation $\tau_{avg} = \sum \frac{A_i \tau_i^2}{\sum A_i \tau_i}$, where $A_i$ and $\tau_i$ are the amplitude and lifetime of the $i$th component, respectively.

**Results and discussion**

The hydrolytically stable Al(III)-based porous MOG was synthesized and thoroughly characterized according to the literature report by Fischer and co-workers (Fig. S1–S6).$^{33}$ EA/MA/PbBr$_3$@MOG nanocomposites (MA denotes methylammonium) were prepared rapidly via a two-step synthetic protocol. In a typical synthesis process, in the first step, all reacting components were mixed in DMF and heated at 110 °C for 24 hours. During this process, colorless MOG was formed where perovskite precursors were trapped inside the MOG matrix. In the second step, nucleation of the perovskite NCs was initiated with addition of copious amounts of nucleating solvent (toluene) to form the desired nanocomposites (see Experimental section for more details, Scheme 1, Fig. S7 and S8, ESI†).$^{33}$

The structural analyses of the nanocomposites were confirmed by FESEM, PXRD and TEM studies. FESEM images of the EA/PbBr$_3$@MOG composite (Fig. S9, ESI†) showed a distinctly different morphology compared with the bare perovskite NCs, as well as the MOG materials, and evidence for their micro-sized nature. The STEM-EDS analysis (Table S1, ESI†) revealed the existence of excess Br (Table S2, ESI†) in the EA/PbBr$_3$@MOG surface, which also indicated generation of highly emissive perovskite NCs.$^{33}$ Elemental mapping analysis (Fig. S10, ESI†) showed distribution of EA/PbBr$_3$ NCs throughout the composite material. The formation of crystalline HBP-NCs in the nanocomposites was analyzed through PXRD (Fig. S11 and S12, ESI†) and the appearance of Bragg’s diffraction patterns confirmed the encapsulation of nano-sized HBP-NCs.
inside the MOG matrix (Fig. 1a). The diffraction peaks at 11.3°, 26.9° and 30.8° in the EAPbBr₃@MOG composite were assigned to the PXRD pattern of EAPbBr₃ NCs, and were in accord with literature reports.

The structure of EAPbBr₃ has already been reported in the literature and it has a two-dimensional (2D) arrangement. The characteristic diffraction peak at 11.3° confirms the 2D arrangement of the EAPbBr₃ NCs. Structural evolutions of the material were studied by TEM analysis and TEM images (Fig. 1b and S13, ESI†) and confirmed that EAPbBr₃ NCs are spherical in shape and are dispersed inside the MOG matrix. The particle size distribution histogram for EAPbBr₃@MOG (inset in Fig. 1b) shows that the spherically shaped EAPbBr₃ NCs have a diameter ranging from 3 to 11 nm, with an average diameter of 5.5 nm. The differently sized NCs are formed in the composite material due to the presence of hierarchical pores in the host MOG matrix. The HRTEM images of the EAPbBr₃@MOG composite reveal a well-defined lattice spacing according to the crystallographic parameters for EAPbBr₃ NCs (Fig. 1c). In the inset in Fig. 1c, the composite shows an interplanar distance of 0.296 nm, which is attributed to the (002) plane of EAPbBr₃ NCs. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements (Fig. S14 and S15, ESI†) also confirm the presence of HBP-NCs inside the MOG matrix. Nitrogen sorption isotherms (Fig. S16, ESI†) show considerably less gas uptake in the case of both composites (514 m² g⁻¹ for EAPbBr₃@MOG, 522 m² g⁻¹ for MAPbBr₃@MOG) compared with the parent material, i.e. the MOG (778 m² g⁻¹). This suggests that the perovskite NCs are successfully embedded in the MOG matrix. The full-range XPS spectra of the compounds are shown in Fig. 1d and the binding energy positions of different atoms are similar to the literature reports. The appearance of new signals (Fig. S17 and S18, ESI†) for bromine and lead atoms proves the formation of HBP-NCs in the MOG matrix. Detailed analysis of XPS data (Fig. 1d) show the peak for Al 2p shifted to lower binding energies, from 74.5 to 74.1 eV, with a slight peak broadening for the EAPbBr₃@MOG compared with the host MOG (Fig. 1e), suggesting a change in the coordination environment around the Al(III) atoms. It is notable that the negative shift of binding energy for EAPbBr₃@MOG occurred due to strong interactions between the MOG framework and the perovskite NCs. The absorption and emission peaks of EAPbBr₃@MOG appeared at 398 nm and 436 nm, respectively, while MAPbBr₃@MOG showed an absorption peak at 475 nm and an emission band at 492 nm (Fig. S19–S25, ESI†). The long tail originates in the emission spectrum of EAPbBr₃@MOG, with a full width at half-maximum height (FWHM) of 18.4 nm (Fig. S19f), due to the presence of different-sized NCs in the composite material. Previously, it was also reported that low-dimensional lead halide perovskites exhibited broad band emission due to the formation of self-trapped excitons. Due to the large size of the
ethylen ammonium cation (EA+), there is a possibility of Jahn–Teller-like octahedral distortion, which is responsible for generation of self-trapped excitons. In the EAPbBr3@MOG composite, the tail spans 450 nm to beyond 520 nm and is attributed to the formation of self-trapped excitons. Similar PL peak position, PL intensity and FWHM of different batches of composites confirmed the reproducibility of these materials by this two-step synthetic methodology (Fig. S26 and S27, ESI†). The absolute value of PLQY for the EAPbBr3@MOG nanocomposite was found to be 53% (Fig. 1f) and it is noteworthy that, so far, this is one of the highest reported PLQY values among ethyl cation-containing blue light-emitting hybrid perovskite materials. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of perovskite NCs and composites are shown in Fig. S28–S30† and the fitting parameters are listed in Tables S3 and S4.† The decay profiles of both EAPbBr3 NCs and EAPbBr3@MOG composite are fitted to bi-exponential functions, suggesting two different components are associated in the emission spectra. The average lifetime of the EAPbBr3@MOG nanocomposite (3.03 ns) is much longer compared with the EAPbBr3 NCs (0.70 ns) (Table S3†), implying successful encapsulation of NCs inside the MOG matrix. The increased lifetimes indicate the elimination of detrimental trap states and that the generated excitons were promoted to a radiative path through surface passivation via the MOG matrix, as a consequence of the uplift of the PLQY value. The detrimental non-radiative decay rate constant drops (knon, 0.16 ns−1) significantly compared with the parent EAPbBr3 NCs (knon, 1.39 ns−1) (Table S3, ESI†), resulting in the improved emission behavior of the EAPbBr3@MOG nanocomposite. Here, the dramatic improvement in the photoluminescence of the perovskite NCs occurred due to supramolecular interactions between the perovskite material and the MOG matrix. In the as-synthesized EAPbBr3@MOG composite, we believe that the presence of both Al(III) from Al-MOG and carboxylate oxygens from trimesic acid largely removes the surface trap states of EAPbBr3 NCs and, consequently, a giant PL enhancement is observed in the composite material.

Stability test

All the stability-related experiments for the nanocomposites were executed maintaining similar conditions, in which bare NCs were readily prone to decompose. To ensure open-air stability, both composites were kept in the open air for a few months (Fig. 2a, S31 and S32, ESI†) and retention of the original PL intensity (>80%) was found, demonstrating their long-term air stability. The inset in Fig. 2a illustrates the color in the solid state and the PL intensity of the EAPbBr3@MOG nanocomposite was almost the same, even after four months in the open air, thus proving its long-term environmental stability. Water stability experiments were conducted by immersing the composite materials into water and it was found that, even after 12 hours of immersion, the PL spectra remained almost the same, confirming the outstanding water stability (Fig. 2b, S33 and S34, ESI†). Photostability tests were performed by measuring PL intensity as a function of time under continuous UV light (365 nm) illumination at ambient conditions for 300 hours. Retention of PL intensity (>80%, Fig. S35, ESI†) was found, and the PXRD patterns (Fig. S36, ESI†) of EAPbBr3@MOG remained intact, demonstrating its excellent photostability. The MAPbBr3@MOG composite also showed outstanding stability in the open air, with UV irradiation and even in water media (Fig. S37–S41, ESI†). In the composite materials, a protecting barrier around the perovskite NCs is formed, which shields the unstable EAPbBr3 NCs from various kinds of environmental degradation, including water molecules. Because of these shielding effects by the MOG matrix, the water molecules are unable to penetrate the MOG layer and cannot reach the perovskite NCs, leading to excellent stability in open air, water and under UV light. Additionally, a variety of well-defined smooth and crack-free artificial shapes and sculptures were successfully fabricated with these composites, without the addition of any external binder (Fig. 3a and S42–S46, ESI†).

Flexible thin films were successfully prepared using these composites for diverse practical applications (Fig. 3a and S47, ESI†). Table S5† shows a comparison of the PL properties and stability of the intense blue light-emitting (λmax < 440 nm) hybrid perovskites developed so far. This table highlights that the PL properties of our system are comparable to those of the brightest blue light emitters related to hybrid perovskite materials, and with superior stability over other systems.

Fabrication of WLEDs

As a proof of concept for lighting applications, blue emissive EAPbBr3@MOG, green emissive MAPbBr3@MOG and red emissive Mn(II)-doped EAPbBr3@MOG (prepared through mixing Mn(II) salt with EAPbBr3 NCs) (Fig. S48 and S49, ESI†) were mixed in the proper ratios and then coupled with a commercially available UV chip to fabricate a WLED device. Fig. 3b shows the positions of the emission peak maxima obtained for the WLED, which are in good agreement with the steady-state PL peaks. The photograph of the operating WLED is shown as an inset in Fig. 3b. The Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) chromaticity coordinates of the as-prepared WLED were (0.34, 0.32) and the color gamut coverage was as high as 144% (Fig. 3c and S50, ESI†) of the NTSC standard, benefiting from the narrow emission spectra of the blue and green emissive perovskite composites. The correlated color

Fig. 2 Stability studies of EAPbBr3@MOG nanocomposite. (a) Normalized PL intensity as a function of time stored under open air over a period of 4 months. The inset photographs show the color of the solid material under UV light (365 nm) before and after 4 months. (b) Normalized PL intensity as a function of time in water for different time intervals. Inset photographs show the color of the composites under UV light (365 nm) before and after 12 hours immersed in water.
fabricated by a combination of blue-emitting EAPbBr$_3$@MOG (B), green-emitting MAPbBr$_3$@MOG (G) and red-emitting Mn(II)-doped extremely, blue fluorescence. Additionally, the working conditions and it enhances the luminescence properties dramatically. The photographs of sculpture and thin film are under UV light (365 nm), showing bright, intense, blue fluorescence. (b) Emission spectrum of white LED fabricated by a combination of blue-emitting EAPbBr$_3$@MOG (B), green-emitting MAPbBr$_3$@MOG (G) and red-emitting Mn(II)-doped EAPbBr$_3$ NCs (R) deposited on a UV chip. Inset: shows a photograph of the white LED with an applied current of 20 mA. (c) CIE color coordinates of the as-fabricated white LEDs (x: 0.34, y: 0.32).

Fig. 3 Different sculptures and characterization of as-fabricated WLEDs. (a) Various sculptures and flexible thin films were fabricated from blue emissive EAPbBr$_3$@MOG nanocomposite. The photographs of sculpture and thin film are under UV light (365 nm), showing bright, intense, blue fluorescence. (b) Emission spectrum of white LED fabricated by a combination of blue-emitting EAPbBr$_3$@MOG (B), green-emitting MAPbBr$_3$@MOG (G) and red-emitting Mn(II)-doped EAPbBr$_3$ NCs (R) deposited on a UV chip. Inset: shows a photograph of the white LED with an applied current of 20 mA. (c) CIE color coordinates of the as-fabricated white LEDs (x: 0.34, y: 0.32).

Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a straightforward two-step approach for the synthesis of bright, intense, blue light-emitting perovskite@MOG nanocomposites, where perovskite NCs were embedded inside a porous MOG matrix for the first time. Here, the MOG matrix offers dual benefits to the perovskite NCs; namely, it serves as a protective barrier against degradation under working conditions and it enhances the luminescence properties dramatically. Additionally, the flexible nanocomposites were easily fabricated into different, desirable three-dimensional artificial structures for practical use. Finally, the as-synthesized nanocomposites were shown to be applicable as color converters for constructing WLEDs. The present study elucidates the simple fabrication of a cheap, high-quality perovskite-based blue light emitter for future display applications.
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